Ultraconserved elements (UCEs) are DNA sequences that are 100% identical (no base substitutions, insertions, or deletions) and located in syntenic positions in at least two genomes. Although hundreds of UCEs have been found in animal genomes, little is known about the incidence of ultraconservation in plant genomes. Using an alignment-free information-retrieval approach, we have comprehensively identified all long identical multispecies elements (LIMEs), which include both syntenic and nonsyntenic regions, of at least 100 identical base pairs shared by at least two genomes. Among six animal genomes, we found the previously known syntenic UCEs as well as previously undescribed nonsyntenic elements. In contrast, among six plant genomes, we only found nonsyntenic LIMEs. LIMEs can also be classified as either simple (repetitive) or complex (nonrepetitive), they may occur in multiple copies in a genome, and they are often spread across multiple chromosomes. Although complex LIMEs were found in both animal and plant genomes, they differed significantly in their composition and copy number. Further analyses of plant LIMEs revealed their functional diversity, encompassing elements found near rRNA and enzyme-coding genes, as well as those found in transposons and noncoding DNA. We conclude that despite the common presence of LIMEs in both animal and plant lineages, the evolutionary processes involved in the creation and maintenance of these elements differ in the two groups and are likely attributable to several mechanisms, including transfer of genetic material from organellar to nuclear genomes, de novo sequence manufacturing, and purifying selection. extreme conservation | repetitive elements A nalysis of animal genomes has uncovered regions of extreme sequence conservation that appear to have been preserved over periods approaching 300 million years (1, 2). Four hundred eighty-one ultraconserved elements (UCEs) of 200 bp or longer were identified by comparing the human, mouse, and rat genomes (3, 4). These elements, found in syntenic positions (where synteny is defined as a collinear arrangement of homologous sequences among a set of genomic regions), were characterized as being exonic, nonexonic, or possibly exonic (3). Later, UCEs shared between other genomes, including tetrapod and arthropod species, were identified (2, 5, 6). Many UCEs occur in noncoding regions and are thought to function as distal enhancers (7-9), transcriptional coactivators (10), or splicing regulators (11), or to associate with other regulatory factors (12) (13) (14) . UCEs in exonic regions may be associated with RNA binding and splicing regulation (3, 15). The evolutionary mechanisms behind such extreme sequence conservation remain a mystery, although several hypotheses have been proposed (1, 16, 17) . The regions containing one or more UCEs are thought to experience much stronger purifying selection than do conserved noncoding regions or proteincoding regions (1). The increased selective pressure is most likely attributable to a combination of a functional requirement for very specific DNA sequences and a high fitness cost for the absence of those sequences. The most basic approach for identifying UCEs in two or more genomes relies on constructing pairwise sequence alignments of large genomic regions (5, 6, 18) . Although this approach is tractable for closely related genomes, it becomes both more computationally intensive and less accurate for more distantly related organisms.
Ultraconserved elements (UCEs) are DNA sequences that are 100% identical (no base substitutions, insertions, or deletions) and located in syntenic positions in at least two genomes. Although hundreds of UCEs have been found in animal genomes, little is known about the incidence of ultraconservation in plant genomes. Using an alignment-free information-retrieval approach, we have comprehensively identified all long identical multispecies elements (LIMEs), which include both syntenic and nonsyntenic regions, of at least 100 identical base pairs shared by at least two genomes. Among six animal genomes, we found the previously known syntenic UCEs as well as previously undescribed nonsyntenic elements. In contrast, among six plant genomes, we only found nonsyntenic LIMEs. LIMEs can also be classified as either simple (repetitive) or complex (nonrepetitive), they may occur in multiple copies in a genome, and they are often spread across multiple chromosomes. Although complex LIMEs were found in both animal and plant genomes, they differed significantly in their composition and copy number. Further analyses of plant LIMEs revealed their functional diversity, encompassing elements found near rRNA and enzyme-coding genes, as well as those found in transposons and noncoding DNA. We conclude that despite the common presence of LIMEs in both animal and plant lineages, the evolutionary processes involved in the creation and maintenance of these elements differ in the two groups and are likely attributable to several mechanisms, including transfer of genetic material from organellar to nuclear genomes, de novo sequence manufacturing, and purifying selection. extreme conservation | repetitive elements A nalysis of animal genomes has uncovered regions of extreme sequence conservation that appear to have been preserved over periods approaching 300 million years (1, 2) . Four hundred eighty-one ultraconserved elements (UCEs) of 200 bp or longer were identified by comparing the human, mouse, and rat genomes (3, 4) . These elements, found in syntenic positions (where synteny is defined as a collinear arrangement of homologous sequences among a set of genomic regions), were characterized as being exonic, nonexonic, or possibly exonic (3) . Later, UCEs shared between other genomes, including tetrapod and arthropod species, were identified (2, 5, 6) . Many UCEs occur in noncoding regions and are thought to function as distal enhancers (7) (8) (9) , transcriptional coactivators (10) , or splicing regulators (11) , or to associate with other regulatory factors (12) (13) (14) . UCEs in exonic regions may be associated with RNA binding and splicing regulation (3, 15) . The evolutionary mechanisms behind such extreme sequence conservation remain a mystery, although several hypotheses have been proposed (1, 16, 17) . The regions containing one or more UCEs are thought to experience much stronger purifying selection than do conserved noncoding regions or proteincoding regions (1) . The increased selective pressure is most likely attributable to a combination of a functional requirement for very specific DNA sequences and a high fitness cost for the absence of those sequences. The most basic approach for identifying UCEs in two or more genomes relies on constructing pairwise sequence alignments of large genomic regions (5, 6, 18) . Although this approach is tractable for closely related genomes, it becomes both more computationally intensive and less accurate for more distantly related organisms.
Plant genomes differ from mammalian genomes in several ways that affect the identification of regions of extreme conservation (19) . First, compared with mammals, plant genomes have undergone far more dynamic genomic evolution as a result of repeated polyploidy events (20) . Furthermore, chromosomal changes, such as fractionation following polyploidy, crossovers, and mutations, make it harder to identify homologous regions between plant genomes (21, 22) . Such extensive rearrangements render the current whole-genome alignment-based methods inapplicable for detecting identical sequences in plants. To the best of our knowledge, the only work on extreme sequence conservation in plants to date used a pattern-matching algorithm that identified a set of 25 elements of 100 bp or longer between the genomes of Arabidopsis thaliana and Oryza sativa (23) . The small number of identical sequences, the fact that no sequence pairs were in syntenic positions, and the fact that one sequence was a part of a larger segment of mtDNA led to the hypothesis that at least some "ultraconservatism" in plants could be explained by horizontal transfer events (22) .
Results
We have developed an information-retrieval based method to identify all long identical multispecies elements (LIMEs) shared by two or more genomes, given the element's minimal length (Materials and Methods). The method is alignment-free, allowing us to detect both syntenic and nonsyntenic sequences. We used this method to identify and compare sequences of extreme conservations shared between a set animal genomes and a set of plant genomes ( Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, Figs. S1-S5). Specifically, we first obtained a comprehensive set of LIMEs 100 bp or longer for six animal genomes: dog (Canis familiaris; Cf), chicken (Gallus gallus; Gg), human (Homo sapiens; Hs), mouse (Mus musculus; Mum), macaque (Macaca mulatta; Mam), and rat (Rattus norvegicus; Rn). We also obtained all LIMEs of 100 bp or longer among the six publicly available large (>100 Mbp) plant genomes: Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana; At), soybean (Gly-cine max; Gm), rice (Oryza sativa; Os), cottonwood (Populus trichocarpa; Pt), sorghum (Sorghum bicolor; Sb), and grape (Vitis vinifera; Vv).
The comparative analysis of flowering plant and animal LIMEs revealed key similarities and differences between the two groups ( Fig. 1) . Both groups include repetitive LIMEs, consisting of multiple copies of one or two repeated motifs, as well as nonrepetitive, or complex, LIMEs. Furthermore, each group has LIMEs that occur in multiple copies in a genome and are often spread across multiple chromosomes. Finally, animal and plant LIMEs are likely to owe their origins to several mechanisms, including purifying selection, transferring genetic material from organellar to nuclear genomes, and de novo sequence manufacturing; some of these mechanisms may be unique to plants.
LIMEs in Animal Genomes. We first compared the complex LIMEs shared between the human, mouse, and rat genomes (2004 builds) found by our algorithm with the UCEs obtained by Bejerano et al. (3) . We found that in addition to identifying all 481 previously reported UCEs, our method identified 12 previously undescribed elements of 200 bp or longer (more details are provided in Materials and Methods and SI Appendix, Table S1 ). Unexpectedly, 4 of those 12 elements were nonsyntenic (SI Appendix, Table S2 ), including two LIMEs originating from retrotransposition events (SI Appendix, sections S1 and S2). Overall, there were 1,572,580 unique complex elements of at least 100 bp in the animal set of six genomes: 19% (297,329) had multiple copies in a single genome, and 10% (157,723) had multiple copies in multiple genomes, including 95 having multiple copies in at least four genomes. These 95 were merged into just 12 "supersequences" based on overlaps in their genomic locations. A BLAST search of these elements against the nonredundant (NR) nucleotide database at the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) (24) revealed exact matches to snRNAs, such as human 7SL, RNU1-6, RNU1-9, and RNU6-1, as well as heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A1 from horse (more details are provided in SI Appendix, section S1). SI Appendix, Fig. S6 shows the distribution of multicopy complex and repetitive LIMEs. Most of the complex LIMEs were shared between human and macaque (SI Appendix, section S3), whereas mouse had most of the repetitive LIMEs. Complex elements were often near each other and sometimes overlapped. For instance, in human, 92% (7, 384 ,943 of 7,960,078) of the complex elements overlapped; as a result, they could be grouped into just 668 clusters (2 elements are assigned to the same cluster if they are within 60,000 bp). There were only 11 single-element clusters, whereas the largest cluster contained 295,876 elements.
There were 241 distinct motifs that made up the repetitive LIMEs in animals (SI Appendix, Table S3 ), and they ranged from 2 to 30 bp, with an average length of 8.2 bp (SD = 4.7 bp). There were 127 motifs that were shared by three species, 74 shared by four, 48 shared by five, and 28 shared by all six species. Although most repetitive elements overlapped, this was not universally the case. For instance, there were 8,331 nonoverlapping repetitive elements in animals that were dispersed across 90% (142 of 157) of the chromosomes, except for 15 chromosomes in chicken.
Of the complex LIMES shared by at least two animal genomes ( Fig. 1) , there were 1,120 (average length = 136.55 bp, SD = 41.60 bp) shared by all six genomes, with 76 LIMEs of length greater than 200 bp. Of those 76 LIMEs, 33 were nongenic in human, 43 were genic, and none shared more than 50% sequence identity with chicken when considering the surrounding genomic regions (±40,000 bp). In fact, 3 of the 76 LIMEs had only 2-3% sequence identity to chicken (an example is provided in SI Appendix, Fig.  S7 ). This contrasts sharply with the results reported previously in animals, where UCEs were all from highly similar genomic regions. In fact, the term "ultraconserved," arguably, does not apply in these cases. Fig. 1 . Structural taxonomy of plant and animal LIMEs. The plant genome set consists of Arabidopsis, soybean, rice, cottonwood, sorghum, and grape. The animal genome set is dog, chicken, human, mouse, macaque, and rat. LIMEs (≥100 bp) are identified for every pair of plant genomes and every pair of animal genomes, and categorized. A pie chart shows the percentage of contribution of each LIME category connected with the pie chart. Because of the lack of the annotation for all species involved, the last classification level, Origin Class, includes the percentages for Arabidopsis LIMEs in plants (*) and the percentages for the animal LIMEs in human, mouse, rat, and chicken (**); the absolute numbers are given in SI Appendix, Table S5 . We have defined telomeric repeats as syntenic for clarity. LINEs, long interspersed elements; SINES, short interspersed elements.
LIMEs shared between six plant species (Fig. 1) . Because extreme conservation between three or more plant species had never been addressed before, we focused on characterizing plant LIMEs in this work, determining their possible origins and comparing them with the animal LIMEs. Unlike animal genomes, repetitive LIMEs were prevalent in all six plant genomes ( Fig. 2A ). An average plant repetitive LIME was 143 bp long, which is shorter than an average complex LIME (175 bp; Fig. 3A) . The relative ratios of repetitive LIMEs to complex LIMEs were similar across the plant genomes considered (Fig. 3B) ; the Arabidopsis genome was typical in its possession and distribution of repetitive and complex LIMEs. We detected 214 unique complex LIMEs shared by Arabidopsis and at least one of the remaining five genomes (Fig. 2 B and C) , including 91 unique complex elements shared between Arabidopsis and rice, 3.64-fold more than had previously been identified (23) . In Arabidopsis, 35 of the 91 complex LIMES are nonoverlapping and (when considering multiple copies) 81 overlap with other complex elements (SI Appendix, section S4), whereas in rice, 69 of the 91 complex LIMES are nonoverlapping and 72 overlap with other complex elements. The repetitive elements constituted the majority of Arabidopsis LIMEs [1,685 distinct LIMEs (∼88.7%)], but the repertoire of repeated motifs was surprisingly small; we found that a repetitive LIME contained copies of either one or two motifs from a total set of six motifs of 2-7 bp, with each occurring up to 323 times in tandem. The majority of Arabidopsis LIMEs were nongenic; of 26,367 unique locations of repetitive LIMEs, 4,015 corresponded to genic sequences and 22,352 to nongenic sequences; of the 305 locations of complex LIMEs, 169 were genic and 136 were nongenic. Using the Arabidopsis information resource annotation framework TAIR (25) exonic, 713 partly exonic, and 220 possibly intronic locations of both repetitive and complex LIMEs.
Taxonomy of Plant LIMEs Based on Their Possible Origins. Syntenic analysis using the Comparative Genomic platform CoGe (26) revealed that complex plant LIMEs are nonsyntenic ( Fig. 1 ). This finding unexpectedly contrasts with the syntenic nature of the mammalian UCEs (3). The lack of synteny further supports our contention that some plant LIMEs are not inherited vertically. Indeed, we suggest there are three possible origins for the identical sequences found in our set of plant genomes: vertical inheritance, horizontal transfer, and de novo manufacturing. Although vertical inheritance of nuclear material is straightforward, detecting it can be confounded by extensive genome rearrangements. For instance, to determine whether the four overlapping LIMEs from Table 1 are conserved in species other than the six plants considered above, we used the shortest one (107 bp) in a BLAST search against the NR nucleotide database at the NCBI (24) and found exact copies of this LIME in the mature coding sequence of 18S (cytoplasmic), 26S (organellar), and 28S (cytoplasmic) rRNA genes of 76 eukaryotic organisms, including plants, animals, and fungi (more details are provided in SI Appendix, section S5).
Horizontally Inherited LIMEs. The sequences of proposed horizontal inheritance detected by our algorithm could be of natural origin or artifactual. Some of the identified elements are likely the products of sequence assembly errors and/or bacterial sequence insertions (bacterial sequences were exclusively from Escherichia coli). On the other hand, we found several Arabidopsis repetitive elements associated with a transposon. A copy of a repetitive element containing the motif "GAGA" was found within an Arabidopsis gene annotated as "hAT-like transposase family" (TAIR gene ID AT5G28673); two other copies of this element were identified in genes annotated as "probable serine/ threonine-protein kinase" (TAIR gene ID AT3G59410) and "unknown protein" (TAIR gene ID AT1G01725). Another copy of the same repetitive element, located on chromosome 2 of Arabidopsis, is classified as nongenic. SI Appendix, Fig. S8 shows the mapping of mitochondrial to nuclear genomes in Arabidopsis, rice, and sorghum. Arabidopsis has nine exonic LIMEs (SI Appendix, Table S4 ) that were derived from mitochondrial insertions. The cross-species genomic-to-genomic and mitochondrialto-mitochondrial comparisons of these LIMEs revealed that the surrounding mitochondrial and nuclear sequences had rearranged and/or diverged, although still retaining these few elements throughout evolution (more details are provided in SI Appendix, section S6).
De Novo Sequence Manufacturing. A process we refer to as "de novo sequence manufacturing" could be another possible source of identical cross-species sequences in plants. For example, telomeric repeats are manufactured by a known enzymatic mechanism (27) , and these repeats certainly populate our collection of LIMEs. Strand slippage during DNA synthesis is another likely explana- Fig. 3 . Each identified plant LIME could be classified into one of two basic structural classes: repetitive and complex LIMEs. (A) Distribution of LIME lengths in four groups of elements: single-copy complex, single-copy repetitive, multiple-copy complex, and multiple-copy repetitive. (B) Distribution of repetitive and complex LIMEs across six genomes (as percentage of total). At, Arabidopsis thaliana; Gm, Glycine max (soybean); Os, Oryza sativa (rice); Pt, Populus trichocarpa (cottonwood); Sb, Sorghum bicolor (sorghum); Vv, Vitis vinifera (grape). (C) Basic types of sequence motifs used by repetitive LIMEs. In total, there are 12 unique motifs 2-7 bp long. The four elements are considered unique because the two shortest elements are mapped to several additional locations in the sorghum genome. The second (LIME ID 1540), third (LIME ID 18704), and fourth (LIME ID 15791) elements are subsequences of the first element, and therefore are presented in all locations of the first LIME; for those three LIMEs, only locations distinct from the locations of the first LIME are shown.
tion for some of the repetitive elements identified. Likewise, gene conversion may underlie the LIMEs found among the rDNA genes. Similar to the previous description of Arabidopsis, although there were 25,066 unique repetitive LIMEs among the six genomes, these LIMEs were remarkably limited in the repeats they used. Thus, a repetitive LIME consisted of 1 or 2 short motifs; the set of all motifs used in LIMEs encompassed only 12 of the 1,699 possible 2-to 7-bp motifs (Fig. 3C) . Moreover, only sorghum contained repetitive LIMEs of all 12 motifs, whereas other genomes used subsets of 5-11 motifs (Tables 2 and 3 ). On average, a repertoire of ∼7.8 unique motifs was used by repetitive LIMEs from one genome. Many repeats appeared to be microsatellites, consisting of motifs 2-6 bp long (28) . The exceptions were the TTTAGGG (LIME label 1 in Fig. 2B ) and GAGA, which are telomeric (29) and GAGA-binding (30) protein, respectively, and possibly two other motifs, ATACAT and ATTAT (Fig. 3C and SI Appendix, section S7).
Colocalization of LIMEs: Clusters and Superclusters in Plants. Whether to consider elements individually or in groups depends on the question being asked. For instance, when studying sequence function, it is often beneficial to view elements individually, whereas when studying evolution, as we do now, it is beneficial to group nearby elements into a cluster that serves as a coselected functional unit. The animal UCEs, including the nonexonic elements, are often clustered in the genomes near transcription factors and genes associated with development (3); however, little is known about the colocalization of plant LIMEs. Although this property is expected for repetitive plant LIMEs, where one tandem repeat sequence could be a source of many repetitive LIMEs, we also found more overlapping than nonoverlapping complex LIMEs in four of the six plant genomes, with the exceptions being rice and sorghum ( Fig. 4A and SI Appendix, section S8). The soybean genome, for example, contained 5,451 copies of 336 unique complex elements that could be grouped into just 47 clusters, where adjacent/overlapping elements were ≤60,000 bp apart. In Arabidopsis, the cluster of such neighboring LIMEs containing the 4 LIMEs shared by all six genomes was located in close proximity to the centromere of chromosome 3. On the other hand, the cluster in rice (chromosome 2) containing the same LIMEs was not located near the centromere or the telomere (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 ). Colocalization of LIMEs had its extremes: Soybean chromosome 13 (SI Appendix, Fig. S2B ) contained the largest group of 3,062 neighboring LIMEs (the average distance between the starting nucleotides of 2 neighboring LIMEs for the first 3,061 LIMEs was only 291 bp). This number was surprisingly high, surpassing the number of neighboring LIMEs in the remaining five genomes by at least an order of magnitude; the rest of the soybean genome had 43 clusters with an average of 3.325 elements per cluster. Determining the origins of these abundant complex LIMEs in the region of the chromosome that is known for its unique association with the nucleolus organizer region (NOR) (31) could provide insights into differences between the soybean NOR and NORs of other species. For all six species, there were 631 complex clusters in total, with an average of ∼14 LIMEs per cluster (96.6%) and 306 complex LIMEs occurring alone (Fig. 4B) . Also, there were 3,601 repetitive clusters (99.99%), with ∼1,007 LIMEs per cluster on average and 193 repetitive LIMEs occurring alone. A possible explanation for this clustering of LIMEs is horizontal gene/genome transfer events from organelle genomes.
We next studied the relationship between the propensity of LIMEs to localize within the same cluster and to occur in multiple copies within the same genome and across multiple genomes. When constructing a network of clustered complex LIMEs, where two clusters were connected if they shared at least one common LIME, we found that the clusters were naturally grouped into 170 "superclusters," where no 2 superclusters shared a single LIME ( Fig. 5 and SI Appendix, section S9 and Fig. S9 ). When analyzing connectivity within superclusters, we found that LIMEs that belonged to the same cluster in one species were dispersed into multiple clusters in another species. For instance, in a supercluster that included a single complex LIME from Arabidopsis (LIME ID 1516), the average number of interspecies connections for one cluster was ∼3.4 (red edges in Fig. 5) . Similarly, the intraspecies copies of a multicopy LIME often did not colocalize in the same cluster (dark green edges in Fig. 5 and SI Appendix, Fig. S10 ).
LIMEs in Plants vs. Animals. Individual elements are defined as the longest common subsequence between two larger sequences. Our algorithm finds all such matching subsequences (≥100 bp) between genomes. The simplest way to quantify the elements is to count them individually. However, this leads to "double counting," because many overlap (Materials and Methods). The structural taxonomy shown in Fig. 1 can be used to quantify them differently. It breaks down cross-species elements into two initial categories: repeated motifs and complex sequences. SI Appendix, Table S3 lists the 241 repeated motifs in the animal set and the 12 motifs in the plant set. To determine whether any of the repeated sequences were contained within mobile elements, we used the Repeat Masker server (32, 33) , scanning the entire set of repetitive LIMEs. Among our LIMEs, we found homology only to several long interspersed elements (LINEs) and LTRs in mammals (1 LINE and 2 LTRs in human, 2 LINEs and 8 LTRs in rat as well as in mouse, and 1 LINE in dog); no homologous repeats for the chicken or plant LIMEs were found. Interestingly, nine repetitive LIMEs are shared between plants and animals. However, the LIME distribution is quite different between the two groups: Only a small minority of plant LIMEs have complex sequences [1,110 (4%) ]. On the other hand, most of the elements in the animal set have complex sequences [1,572,580 (85%)]. If we count not the existence of an element but the total number of copies of it in each genome, these figures change to 0.24% and 60% for plants and animals, respectively. The number of copies of repetitive and complex elements also differs: 16,029 (64%) of repeated motif elements in plants and 151,091 (54%) in animals have multiple copies in at least one genome. For complex elements, the numbers are 435 (39%) and 455,052 (29%), respectively. In the plant set, there were 1,110 unique complex sequences of LIMEs shared by two genomes, 234 shared by three genomes, 144 shared by four genomes, 54 shared by five genomes, and 4 shared by all six genomes ( Fig. 1  and SI Appendix, Figs. S1-S5 ). Exact copies of the shortest of the All 12 distinct motifs contributing to LIMEs and their presence (1) or absence (0) in each of the six plant genomes are listed. At, Arabidopsis thaliana; Gm, Glycine max (soybean); Os, Oryza sativa (rice); Pt, Populus trichocarpa (cottonwood); Sb, Sorghum bicolor (sorghum); Vv, Vitis vinifera; (grape).
last four LIMEs were also found in 76 different organisms, including species from plants, animals, and fungi.
Discussion
Previous studies used synteny-based approaches to find UCEs in animals. However, these approaches were unable to find nonsyntenic ultraconserved regions in animals or any ultraconserved regions in plants. In this study, we developed and used a unique alignment-free information-retrieval approach to find a comprehensive set of LIMEs (both syntenic and nonsyntenic conserved regions over 100 bp in length) from two sets of genomes: six flowering plants and six vertebrates. Our comparison of LIMEs from the two groups reveals three major insights. First, although animal LIMEs are largely syntenic, plant LIMEs are exclusively nonsyntenic. Second, LIMEs can occur either in multiple or single copies in each genome and come in two types: simple repeated motifs and complex (nonrepetitive) sequences. Finally, the apparent extreme conservation may, in fact, result from several distinct processes.
Researchers have previously described a set of exclusively syntenic UCEs from animals. Although our method was able to add nonsyntenic elements to this collection, such nonsyntenic LIMEs are rare in animals. For instance, the only animal nonsyntenic LIMEs having multiple copies in at least four genomes were all derived from the snRNAs, which are known to retrotranspose. In contrast, plant LIMEs are all nonsyntenic, which explains why they had not been previously discovered by syntenybased searches.
Why would animal LIMES primarily be syntenic and plant LIMEs be all nonsyntenic? In many cases, the lack of synteny is attributable to the elements having been "created in place" rather than inherited from a common ancestor. Thus, the nonsyntenic nature of some LIMEs could be explained by their origin through the transfer of the genetic material from an organelle to the nuclear genome, or by the fact that these elements may be the parts of as yet unannotated mobile elements. Because plant mitochondrial genomes are large and evolve slowly (34) , LIMEs can be created by the occasional insertion of copies of these genomes into the nuclear DNA. Although these insertions will eventually degrade through genetic drift, their relatively large size will give rise to LIMEs of reasonable size and longevity in the meantime. The other group of complex plant LIMEs derives from the rDNA genes of the 16S, 18S, 23S, 26S, and 45S subunits. We hypothesize that the high copy numbers of these genes and their propensity for concerted evolution will tend to homogenize these gene sequences. The intuition is that although there may be no bias to the gene conversion and duplicate processes, if one allele occurs in 99 of the 100 rDNA loci and the other, new, allele occurs at only one locus, most such new mutations will be removed by conversion or copy loss, lowering the overall rate of evolutionary change. Given that purifying selection is also acting on the rRNA genes, the combination of the two factors will tend to give rise to the observation of LIMEs. Note that the lack of synteny belies a true functional conservation in this case.
Although complex LIMEs were found in both animal and plant genomes, the two groups differ significantly in the types of LIMEs making up these sets. Specifically, the complex LIMEs in 1 2 0 1 3 0 1 4 0 1 5 0 1 6 0 1 7 0 plants were found to be either the rRNA-associated or organellar insertions. Although LIMEs of these two types are also present in the animal LIMEs, they constitute only a small fraction of the animal UCEs: The remainder are the transposon, noncoding, and gene-coding LIMEs. These distinctions among LIMEs are further complicated by the fact that each element can occur in multiple copies, often across several chromosomes (Table 4 and SI Appendix, section S10). Although the multiplecopy complex LIMEs are found in similar proportions in animals and plants, the mechanisms behind them remain unclear in both groups of taxa. Some multiple-copy complex animal LIMEs can be explained by retrotransposition events involving snRNAs, whereas others can be the result of duplications. In plants, one might suspect that many of the multicopy LIMES were created by ancient genome duplications (i.e., paleopolyploidies). However, an analysis in rice and sorghum (SI Appendix, sections S11 and S12) suggests that at a minimum, polyploidy is not the only source of multiple-copy LIMEs. The occurrence of the multiplecopy repeat LIMEs, on the other hand, can likely be explained either by the action of the telomerase enzyme or by strand slippage during DNA replication. However, the mechanisms alone do not explain why only a small repertoire of 12 distinct repeat motifs in plants and 241 motifs in animals are found. In addition to the presence of the multiple-copy elements, the plant and animal genomes are similar in the structural organization of LIMEs and in the functions these elements are associated with. Thus, just as animal UCEs had already been shown to group in clusters (3), we find that plant LIMEs frequently formed compact clusters and that these clusters further formed closed networks with each other through shared LIMEs. Likewise, the functional annotation of plant and animal LIMEs is quite diverse, with LIMEs being found near rDNA genes, transposons, genes encoding enzymes, and noncoding DNA. Exceptionally strong purifying selection has been proposed to underlie the extreme conservation of the complex animal LIMEs (1). However, this mechanism alone is insufficient to explain the more complete set of plant and animal LIMEs described here.
For example, we have already invoked concerted evolution as a source of conservation among the ribosomal genes. In addition to contamination (for which we control), LIMEs might derive from other processes that deviate from strict vertical inheritance (an assumption of ultraconservation). We propose two other such alternate origins: horizontal transfer (from the organelle) and de novo manufacturing. However, even among the complex LIMEs, those elements that are mostly likely to be maintained by strong selection, plants and animals differ. The only complex plant LIMEs were in rRNA or the products of organellar insertion, whereas such elements constituted only a fraction of the complex animal LIMEs (SI Appendix, section S3). These large differences in the origins of the complex plant and animal LIMEs, as well as their 70-fold difference in numbers, suggest that the ultrapurifying selection seen in animal UCEs is essentially absent in plants, where UCEs, as classically defined, are rare to absent in all comparisons of both closely and distantly related taxa.
Materials and Methods
Information-Retrieval Method for Identification of LIMEs Between the Sets of Two or More Genomes. The original algorithm (35) was developed for "manual" searches of one-against-many genomes. That algorithm was designed to find exact matches to an input sequence and then rank the results according to input annotation terms. Identifying all-against-all exact matches in sets of plant and animal genomes required an extensive retooling of the algorithm, because the input sequences are entire chromosomes and the exact matches being sought are initially unknown. The approach described here extends the original algorithm to enable multiple genometo-genome searches in a reasonably manageable time. In contrast, the running time of the original algorithm using a 48 central processing unit (CPU) cluster was expected to take 1 y for the set of six plant genomes and more than 3 y for the set of six animal genomes, and therefore was not feasible. The underlying information-retrieval methods in previous work and in this work do not depend on a sequence alignment; instead, they use a hash-mapping technique to identify exact matches between small sequence fragments and the entire chromosome sequence efficiently (Fig. 6) . Each chromosome from each species is preprocessed into searchable hash tables (35) . Each hash bin in a hash table includes every location of a unique 8-bp nucleotide sequence (key) within the chromosome. The hash bin(s) have been sorted based on the keys to facilitate retrieval of the correct hash bin for an input sequence of arbitrary length. The method can be applied to extract exact matches among an arbitrary number of genomes, by finding matches among all their subsets. The latter property will also guarantee finding all possible LIMEs, both syntenic and nonsyntenic, greater than or equal to a predefined length that are common to all n genomes. Alignmentbased methods cannot make this guarantee because they require an initial alignment to pass a given threshold before a region is considered further.
The LIME detection algorithm is organized as follows. To initialize an input sequence (chromosome A i from genome A in this example), we first partition the chromosome into nonoverlapping adjacent windows labeled W 0 , W 1 , . . ., W x , where x = floor(jA i j/M) and M = 45 is the window length. Choosing M = 45 allows for 45-fold fewer searches while still guaranteeing the desired result as discussed below. Chromosome A i is traversed from W 0 to W x , and a small search word w, jwj = 8, is used to detect all locations with locally identical sequences (the specific choice of M and jwj values is made to ensure At, Arabidopsis thaliana; Gm, Glycine max (soybean); Os, Oryza sativa (rice); Pt, Populus trichocarpa (cottonwood); Sb, Sorghum bicolor (sorghum); Vv, Vitis vinifera (grape). Additional copies of multiple-copy elements are not counted. Shown in brackets are average numbers of copies per unique multiplecopy element.
detection of all identical sequences of 100 bp or longer). Specifically, at each window W k , (0 ≤ k < x), the first jwj bases are defined as
Word W k (w) is then used as a key to search a hash map of substring locations in chromosome B j of genome B (35) . A result set, R k , obtained from the search consists of a list of every location of W k (w) within B j . Every location of word W k+1 (w) is similarly retrieved, so that elements from its result set, R k+1 , can be compared with the elements from R k . Proportionate locations within two adjacent windows, W k and W k+1 , of chromosome A i are always offset by M bases. If an exact match to window W k is present in B j , proportionate locations in B j must also be offset by exactly M bases. All pairs of elements (a, b) from the two result sets, R k and R k+1 , are identified, such that
For the hits identified, each location in window W k of A i is compared with the corresponding location in B j with a range from R k [a] to R k+1 [b] . All windows between the two chromosomes A and B with the exact matches are recorded as identical. This is how matches are found without prior knowledge of their presence and without a previous sequence alignment. In addition, because matches can be greater than M bases, the identical windows are extended in both the upstream and downstream directions as far as possible until a mismatch is encountered. All matches greater than or equal to a predefined minimum length, min = 2M + jwj − 1, are recorded as LIMEs shared by A and B. The described algorithm guarantees finding all LIMEs of size 2M + jwj − 1 or longer, based on the fact that every subsequence s of A i , jsj ≥ 2M + jwj −1, has at least two words that are the first words of adjacent windows in A i and are subsequently used to search B j . Thus, the previous search algorithm (35) has been modified to perform additional processing of search results in such a way that still guarantees that all exact matches (≥100 bp) are found regardless of their location in either genome or prior knowledge of their presence. Furthermore, with a window size of M = 45, 45-fold fewer searches are required than by a simple brute force method, whereby every 8-bp sequence on one chromosome is used as input to search another chromosome. It took, on average, 5.52 h per chromosome-to-chromosome search between human and rat (roughly 5,688,000 individual searches) using a multicore Intel 64 architecture Xeon processor. By running 48 parallel processes with the same processors, the 504 (21 mouse × 24 human) pairs of chromosome-to-chromosome searches between human and rat took about 2.5 d. All the genome-to-genome searches in the animal set took about 3-4 wk, whereas the plant set was analyzed in just over 1 wk.
The obtained algorithm can be applied to extract LIMEs of an arbitrary number of genomes, by finding LIMEs of all genome subsets and using the fact that a LIME for genomes G 1 , G 2 , . . ., G N is also a LIME for all subsets of size (N − 1). The latter property guarantees finding all LIMEs that are common to all N genomes. Application of this method to retrieve the LIMEs for all possible subsets of the six plant genomes resulted in 2,917 pairwise chromosome comparisons. For the plant set, the most time-consuming step involved analysis of the soybean genome against five other genomes; it included processing 1,300 chromosome pairs and took ∼24 h on a 48-CPU parallel cluster. The complete list of plant LIMEs can be downloaded at http://korkinlab.org/datasets/limes/limes_data.html.
Synteny Analysis of LIMEs. Genomic regions containing LIMEs were manually compared using CoGe's Genome Evolution analysis (GEvo) tool (36) for highresolution genomic comparisons. Synteny is inferred by identifying a collinear series of homologous gene pairs between two regions. With GEvo, genomic regions spanning 10 kb to 1 megabase were compared up and downstream of each LIME (spanning ∼20 genes); a minimum of 5 collinear independent (nontandemly duplicated) homologous genes were required in order for synteny to be positively identified.
Overlapping LIMEs. The two initial categories of LIMEs (repeated motifs and complex sequence) in Fig. 1 are further subcategorized as either overlapping with other nearby elements or nonoverlapping. As expected, elements containing repeated motifs almost always overlap. However, there are 8,331 (0.08%) repeated-motif elements in the animal set and 285 (0.01%) elements in the plant set that do not overlap with other elements (all occurrences of the elements are considered when determining overlap). For complex sequences, 80.43% (7,068 of 8,788) of plant elements and 91.56% (14,106,012 of 15,405,907) of animal elements overlap with neighboring elements. This leaves 1,720 locations within the set of plant genomes that have nonoverlapping complex elements and 1,299,895 such locations in the animal set. Among the plants, cottonwood has the fewest such locations at 12 and rice has the most at 671, and among the animals, chicken has the fewest such locations at 1,879 and human has the most at 575,135.
Validation of the Framework on UCEs Between the Human, Mouse, and Rat. Using the recent human, mouse, and rat genome builds (NCBI 36.1, 37.1, and 4.1, respectively), we identified 503 unique complex elements ≥200 bp in length. If one includes subsequences of these elements that map to distinct locations in at least one genome, the number rises to 619 elements. For comparison, Bejerano et al. (3) identified 481 UCEs ≥200 bp in length in 2004, using builds 34 (NCBI; human), 30 (NCBI; mouse) and 3.1 (Baylor Human Genome Sequencing Center; rat). Our reanalysis of these three builds identified 493 UCEs ≥200 bp in length. It also identified 405 unique nonsyntenic repetitive LIMEs (≥200 bp) that all consist of AT repeats located on human chromosomes 3 and 19; on mouse chromosomes 4, 8, and X; and on every rat chromosome except chromosome 19. Excluding these repetitive elements, there are 9 unique complex elements (and 3 subsequences) present in the more recent 2004 builds (SI Appendix, Table S1 ).
Statistical Model of Repeat Motif Common Between Six Plant Genomes. The set of all distinct motifs forming the tandem repeat sequences was determined for each of the six genomes using Tandem Repeat Finder (37) . Two motifs are defined as distinct if they are neither reverse complementary nor form highly similar repeat sequences (these sequences differ only in the N-and C-terminal tails of the first and/or last motifs in each tandem repeat sequence). For example, motifs TATA and ATAT are not distinct. There are 1,699 possible distinct motifs with a length of 2-7 bp; we found 228 motifs with To find all LIMEs between a pair of chromosomes, the method first detects the matches of small (8 bp) search words using hash maps of substring locations, followed by extension of the matched regions to be at least 100 bp long. a length of 2-7 bp in Arabidopsis, 576 in cottonwood, 550 in grape, 493 in rice, 680 in soybean, and 552 in sorghum. Pairs of plant genomes were found to share hundreds of the motifs. For instance, there were 365 motifs (2-7 bp) in common between rice and sorghum. However, only between 2 and 11 motifs shared by a pair of genomes were found to contribute to the repetitive LIMEs (Table 3) . Moreover, we found that only 12 different motifs were used in total by all repetitive LIMEs shared between two or more plant genomes (Table 2) . To estimate the probability of getting such a small set of common motifs by chance, a simple statistical model was used. For N genomes, we randomly selected s ¼ NðN − 1Þ 2 independent samples of distinct motifs from the population of 1,699 possible motifs. Each sample corresponds to an overlap of the short motifs between a pair of genomes occurring by chance. The total number of distinct motifs shared by all the samples is the size of a set C ¼ ∪ i < j C ij , where C ij is the sample of motifs common between genomes i and j.
We then estimated the probability that the size of C is equal to i, P(jCj = i). Although, to the best of our knowledge, this problem is still open for a set of samples of arbitrary sizes, a simpler problem, where all s samples are of the same size, k, has been solved recently (38) , with the probability determined: We use the result from that simpler problem to estimate the upper bound of P(jCj = i), where i = 12. Because only 1 of 15 pairs of genomes shares 2 motifs, and the remaining 14 pairs share between 3 and 11 motifs each, the upper bound of P(jCj = i) was estimated using the union set of s = 15 samples, each of size k = 3 [note that the probability, P s (jCj = i), is decreasing with the increasing value of k from 3 to 11]. We found that the probability that the union set of 15 motif samples, each containing 3 distinct motifs, consists of 12 distinct motifs is smaller than 3 × 10 −69 .
